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I pleased to tell you that Journal of Pharmacy Teaching and Practices
(IJPTP) is a quarterly diary that explores and distributes articles of
provocative issues and points of view in the field of pharmaceutical
sciences and social insurance proficient, reflecting worldwide practices.
IJPTP is a friend survey quarterly distributed, open access online diary
to exploit the electronic medium; this incorporates objective–center
drug store instruction of unique research articles, audit articles,
publication letters, analyses and case reports. The Journal reason for
existing is to record and advance showing practice in Asia and globally.
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This open access journal allows outstanding quality articles to maintain the
standard of journal and to obtain high impact factor. We will consider
manuscripts of any length; we encourage the submission of both substantial
full-length bodies of work and shorter manuscripts that report novel findings
that might be based on a more limited range of experiments.

Journal of Pharmacy Teaching and Practices is broad
scope, peer reviewed journal that covers all aspects of
pharmacy filed. Journal of Pharmacy Teaching and
Practices aims to keep scientists, clinicians and medical
practitioners, researchers, and students up-to-date by
publishing interesting articles on the on-going research of
their relevant field.

The writing style should be concise and accessible,
avoiding jargon so that the paper is understandable for
readers outside a specialty or those whose first language
is not English. Editors will make suggestions for how to
achieve this, as well as suggestions for cuts or additions
that could be made to the article to strengthen the
argument. Our aim is to make the editorial process

rigorous and consistent, but not intrusive or overbearing.
Authors are encouraged to use their own voice and to decide
how best to present their ideas, results, and conclusions.
Although we encourage submissions from around the globe,
we require that manuscripts be submitted in English. Authors
who do not use English as a first language may contact us for
additional information. As a step towards overcoming
language barriers on acceptance of the paper, we encourage
authors fluent in other languages to provide copies of their full
articles or abstracts in other languages. We will publish these
translations as supporting information and list them, together
with other supporting information files, at the end of the article
text.
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